10        THE VEDANTA AND ITS HEGELIAN OKITICS.    [CHAP. 11.
. . . Becoming is only the explicit statement of what Being is iu
its truth./   True infinitude is the unity of the finite and infinite/?2
Without pausing here to consider whether it i& not possible to arrive
at the notion of the absolute in all its richness, and realise its exis-
tence without the ratiocinatiye process of alternate negation and
affirmation employed by Hegel, and without saying whether there is not
yet beyond this a Mg1ier necessary truth—a truth not for human intel-
ligences only. but for all possible intelligences, which alone is the
test of a philosophic truth—I may mention that the idea of Being
and Not-Being—Becoming being the synthesis of Being and Not-
Being—was not unknown to the Indian systems. In fact, the whole
of one phase of philosophic thought in the Veddnta is based upon
this very idea. I shall have to refer to it in connection with the much
misunderstood conceptions of Mdya and Amdyd, which are neither
more nor less than this negative aspect of Being explaining the Be-
coming. It is enough, here to give some general idea and refer to one
or two passages to show that I have not sought, in my enthusiasm for
the past, to "read modern thoughts into archaic writings."
In the Bhagavat G-tta, Shri Krishna tells Arjuna : cc I am two in
one by nature—sat and asat, self and not-self, PurusJia and Prakriti,
everlasting, but appearing and disappearing. In me there is both
Being and Not-Being"3 So, too, Shankar in Mandukya Upanishad4 :
1 (Hegel's Logic,' pp. 161—167.        "On account of the connexion (with pass-
2 Hegel's Lectures on the Philo-   ^es treating of Brahman, the passages
sophy of Religion, Vol. I, p 328 - Of.   speaking of the non-being do not inti-
also Haldane's * Pathway to Reality/   mate ^olutQ non-existence)." And cf.
Vol 2 •d-d 111 112                      Shankar's commentary on the above
„ -pp* ^ .,—-              •    SOtra (S. B. E. Vol. 34, p. 267). " Wo
Bhag. Grita^IX. 19.                  ^ve therefore to conclude that while
4 I. 7.   ( ^TS^ H I'c^ | ^Trrsfl^TTTT^i''"   ^he term < BeingJ ordinarily denotes
^RT......... ?Wr^^W^f^WP ';   that which is differentiated by names
also cf. Dvivedi's Maind. Up., p. 21.   and forms' the t6rm   Non-being'
Of. also 'Svet. Up./ 4, 18. " (He is)   denotes the same substance previous
neither being nor not-bein^" Ibid,   t0 its differentiation, i.e. that Brahman
5. 1. "Two there are that in the  ^ m a secondary sense of the word,
Eternal Infinite Supreme Brahman  called Non-being previously to the
He hidden, knowledge (mdya) and   origination of the world. .... the
ignorance   (amdyd):   Ignorance   is  tenet of primitive absolute, Non-exist-
fleeting, Knowledge eternal; yet he  ellce is tlms refuted and the doctrine
who as lord ordains them is that other."   strengthened that this world has sprung
> aTw^ ara-r^- -?r~r^- r?rrrTw?T ra-rS-S- tt-t  from that which is." Of. Gough'a
L^^3^^^^^^          -Phil. Up.1 pp. 45,46. t( Brahman^ e
^ I ^C ^T^TT ^ g mT rrsiTm  ig the principle of reality, the one and
^f^r srh ^I'S5^ : H—Mand. Up. 2. 2.   only being; Self alone is, and all else
I. "(He is) higher fchan that which is and   only seems to he. This principle of
that which is not." Ved, Sutr. 1. 4. 15.   reality, however, has been, from ever-

